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EAST CENTRAL RAILWAY 

 

Office of the 

General Manager (Safety) 

Hajipur 

 

No.ECR/Safety/Safety Drive/22-23      Dated: 17.08.2022 

 

Divisional Railway Manager 

East Central Railway, 

DNR, DDU, DHN, SPJ & SEE. 

 

  Sub: One month Safety drive regarding prevention of fire in trains. 

 

In view of some cases of smoke/fire in DPC & Locomotives etc. reported recently in 

ECR, all Divisions are directed to launch one month safety drive from 18.08.2022 to 

17.09.2022 regarding prevention of fire in trains and at stations/yards. During safety drive 

special emphasis should be given on following aspects: - 

 

1. Proper checking of leakage of hydraulic oil in locomotives and DPCs. 

 

2. Checking of loose connection, cables, junction points, overloading, bearing jam of 

Traction motors of locomotives. 

 

3. Proper maintenance and upkeep of electrical devices, boiler, wiring systems and junction 

boxes etc. in Pantry cars and locomotives. 

 

4. Working of over load, over voltage protection devices, use of standard size fuses, MCBS, 

proper earthing and proper wiring, insulation especially at joints/junctions etc. in coaches, 

pantry car, power car and locomotives. 

 

5. Checking of pantry equipment, Gas system, Flexible pipe and valves for any 

defect/deficiencies. Gas cylinder storage room should be separate and enclosed 

complying with instructions for centralized gas installation connection in pantry cars. 

 

6. Adequate fire suppression measures and their proper maintenance in the Pantry Cars and 

Generator cars. 

 

7. Preventive checks regarding fire safety and precautions on generator cars of Duronto, 

Tejas, Rajdhani, Shatabdi etc. trains. 

 

8. Provision of fire extinguishers and fire balls in locomotives, Relay Rooms, pantry cars, 

power cars and other coaches of trains, diesel fueling installations and other vital 

installations. Proper filling, timely re-filling of fire extinguishers and training of staff for 

handling the fire extinguishers. 
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9. Preventive checks on passengers by RPF staff patrolling & Commercial staff in trains to 

prevent carriage of inflammable materials like fire crackers, coal, oil and gas etc.  

 

10. Stopping unauthorized hawkers and vendors with sigries and stoves on-board the train. 

Intensive checking by RPF & Commercial staff in trains. 

 

11. Checking and stopping of inflammable materials like fire crackers, coal, oil and gas etc. 

in Parcel van by Guards, RPF, Commercial and station staff. 

 

12. Checking of coal loading to prevent loading of hot/burning coals in wagons.  

 

13. A special check should be conducted in stabled coaches/coaching rakes specially during 

night hours that these stabled rakes are secured/manned and all doors, windows & 

vestibules are closed. 

 

14. Identification of vulnerable locations and conduction their fire audits. 

 

The safety drive should involve officers and inspectorial staff. After the completion of 

drive item wise compliance report should be furnished to HQ showing details of 

abnormalities/deficiencies found and corrective action taken latest by 20.09.2022 without fail. 

 

 

 

 

(Praveen Kumar Saxena) 

Dy.CSO/Electrical 

for PCSO/ECR/HJP 

 

Copy to: - 

 

1. Secy. to GM- for kind information of GM please. 

2. Dy. Secy. to AGM- for kind information of AGM please. 

3. All PHOD/CHOD, ECR- for necessary action please. 

4. Sr.DSO/ DNR, DDU, DHN, SPJ & SEE for information & necessary action please. 

praveen 
kumar saxena
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